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The problem with smoking is that it damages your body gradually, and it is 
sometimes difficult to feel the damage right away. 

The first activity below will show you how it feels to have moderate lung 
damage and emphysema, a breathing disease caused by years of smoking. 
Simple acts such as standing up or walking across the room would make 
you feel that way. With emphysema, however, you could not go back to 
breathing normal. Eventually, most people with emphysema have to use an 
oxygen tank to help them breathe each day.

Be Tobacco Free: Lesson 5

Activities

O  M  O  N  B  J  C 

N  C  C  I  S  R  A 

Y  V  C  C  A  L  N 

A O  A  O  Z  D  C 

S Y  B  T  P  O  E 

K  B  O  I  B  I  R 

D  N  T  N  Q  W  D 

H  T  A  E  D  D  K 

DIP

DEATH

CANCER

NICOTINE

SAY NO

TOBACCO

1. You will need a drinking straw and one small, hollow coffee stirrer (that looks  
 like a miniature straw). Warning: Do not attempt this exercise alone or  
 with students who have asthma, bronchitis or any condition that affects  
 breathing. Place the large diameter straw in your mouth and run in place or  
 jump rope for a minute or two while breathing only through the straw. Do you  
 feel different than normal? This is how your breathing would feel as a young  
 person damaged by only a few years of light smoking.

 While you are still out of breath, try breathing through the small diameter  
 straw while pinching your nose. Can you feel the difference? You may feel  
 pressure in the chest and a panicky feeling. You may not be able to do this  
 without breathing through your nose. This is how your breathing would feel if  
 you had emphysema. 

2. Can you find all the tobacco-related words in this puzzle?

Remember to design your storyboard about the hazards of smoking for the Be Smart - 
Don’t Start contest! Yours could be the one that comes to life as a commercial! 
Visit www.bcbsok.com/dontstart.html to learn more.


